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Abstract. While much research has been carried out on the use of cloud 

computing, there has been little investigation of the cloud in software 

engineering. This study aims to demonstrate and evaluate software engineering 

tools in the cloud. In order to achieve this aim, technology in cloud computing 

and software engineering are reviewed and a workflow is created to facilitate 

the use of tools in the cloud for indirect and direct interaction approaches. Three 

differently sized case study scenarios are created to evaluate the use of the 

cloud in terms of cost, size and user efficiency. In addition, requirements of the 

service and users are explained and analysed.  Consideration for the workflow 

design and interaction between users and the tools in the cloud are perceived as 

important aspects. This research also concerns the integration between the 

software engineering environment and the tools in the cloud and in particular 

how Scrum teams work with this integration. Evaluation of the results indicates 

that deployment of the cloud in the case study companies can be cost, time and 

user efficient.  

Declaration: I declare that this dissertation represents my own work except 

where otherwise stated.  

1. Introduction 

Cloud computing has the potential to revolutionize computer technology, and 

because the cloud has several advantages, it has been used for many purposes in 

business and management [53]. Firstly, the cloud has qualities of elasticity and 

scalability, which refer to the ability to increase or decrease the number of resources 

automatically based on needs [4]. Moreover, it offers the ability to pay per unit of 

usage instead of buying, running and maintaining large servers, networks and storage 

[42]. In addition, developers can validate their programs through a number of 

standard mechanisms such as PDAs [4]. These benefits may attract developers to 

migrate their software engineering tools to cloud.  

     Providing an environment that is similar to a real environment needs a significant 

space for testing and verification to deal with the whole program. The results of 

verifications of large programs require servers with a large amount of space in order 

for these results to be displayed. This is clearly evident when trying to verify the 

small PROMELA code fragment (179 lines) (see Appendix A) in the Spin tool with a 

memory of 128 MB in the PC, it barely verifies, yielding the suggested action in 

Figure 1: 
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               Fig. 1. Suggested action from Spin tool 

 

     The cloud can offer any infrastructure such as operating system [42]. Therefore, 

users can select the same infrastructure that would be found in the real environment. 

For example, some projects work in UNIX and the tester can select the same 

operating system in the cloud to test the projects. 

     The provision of big servers costs companies a significant amount of money, 

whereas cloud users only pay for what they use. These big servers also need 

maintenance and updates frequently. Nevertheless, the advantages of the cloud can 

handle all these difficulties. 

     The process of testing can be carried out by a large group of people [45]. 

Therefore, the software can be tested by many testers at the same time. This is very 

useful because it provides an outstanding opportunity to cover all the functions of the 

software. Developers can upload their programs in the cloud and ask testers from 

offshore locations to undertake testing and provide feedback on the programs. 

Unfortunately, software engineering technology has not been widely deployed in 

cloud. Hence, the aim of this project is to demonstrate the deployment of this 

technology in the cloud. However, developers might use more than one tool in order 

to achieve high-quality results. Using a variety of tools requires them to be organized 

and connected together by workflow in order for them to be efficient and usable.  

1.1. Objectives 

1. Review: review the state-of-the-art technology in cloud computing and 

software engineering tools. The success criteria for this objective would 

be by providing a review of the stat-of-the-art technology in cloud 

computing and software engineering tools. 

2. Selection: select cloud computing and software engineering tools for the 

project. The success criteria for this objective would be by selecting cloud 

provider and software engineering tools 

3. Define evaluation scenario and criteria: assume scenario to discuss whether or 

not the deployment is helpful in this scenario. The success criteria for this 

objective would be by providing scenarios to discuss whether or not the 

deployment is helpful in these scenarios. 
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4. Deployment: demonstrate and evaluate the deployment of the software 

engineering tools in the cloud. The success criteria for this objective would 

be by providing demonstration and evaluation of the deployment of the 

software engineering tools in the cloud. 

5. Workflow: create processes that could help the developers to validate and test 

their programs and move from tool to tool. The success criteria for this 

objective would be by creating processes that could help the developers to 

validate and test their programs and move from tool to tool. 

6. Evaluation: investigate the scenario and evaluate the outputs and help decision-

makers decide whether or not the deployment could be helpful. The success 

criteria for this objective would be by providing evaluation of the 

scenarios and make decision on whether or not the deployment is useful.  

 

1.2. Methodology 

This project will focus on the demonstration and evaluation of the deployment of 

software engineering tools in the cloud. The study provides three scenarios for three 

companies in different areas of business and with different development 

environments. These scenarios will be analysed before they used as the basis for 

evaluating the cloud deployment. A comparison will be made between different 

service models of cloud providers to select the appropriate cloud to suit the 

deployment. One of the important aspects which must be understood in the selection 

of the cloud is the development environment that allows the tools to be run. Next, the 

software engineering tools will be chosen for deployment.. Subsequently, the cloud 

will be used to deploy the selected tools and the process will then be created to allow 

the users to move from tool to tool. Finally, the project will be evaluated based on the 

scenarios which are assumed before and then investigating these scenarios to decide 

whether or not the deployment is helpful. 

1.3.  Structure of Dissertation 

      

Section 2 provides the background to the study and reviews the technologies used. 

The scenarios and evaluation criteria motivating the work are described in detail in 

Section 3. The requirements needed to achieve the main project goal of effective 

cloud deployment of software engineering tools are discussed in Section 4 and the 

main technical approaches that have been implemented are described in Section 5. 

The evaluation (Section 6) is followed by conclusions and suggestions for further 

work (Section 7). 
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2.    Background  

     This section provides definitions of key terms of the main technologies used in this 

study. It defines cloud computing, providing an overview of its advantages and 

disadvantages and describes the different service models.. Further, it defines and 

describes the main software engineering technologies and workflow and outlines their 

benefits. 

2.1. Cloud Computing 

 

2.1.1. What is the cloud? 

There is a non-standard definition of cloud computing [2]. Nonetheless the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology defines it as “a model for enabling 

ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 

computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that 

can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service 

provider interaction” [1].  Cloud computing has been the focus of much research 

because it offers flexible dynamic IT infrastructures, computing environments and 

efficient software services [3].  

 

2.1.2. What are the advantages of the cloud? 

 

The cloud has five main advantageous characteristics [4]:  

 

 On-demand self-service: users can service themselves without needing a 

supporting team. 

 Broad network access: users can access their assets by means of the Internet 

through different devices. 

 Resource pooling: many users can access the same data at the same time. 

 Rapid Elasticity: the flexibility of controlling the usability of the cloud. In other 

words, consumers can increase and decrease the capability of accessing and using 

the resources in the cloud. 

 Measured Service: Users can measure the usability of the cloud and be charged 

per use. Therefore, consumers can monitor and control usage. 

  

2.1.3. What are the disadvantages of cloud computing? 

 

There are some drawbacks of using cloud computing. However, the following are 

the major disadvantages which could affect this dissertation. 
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 Security: Each company has security standards which are hard to meet by cloud 

providers [5]. Each cloud provider has certain features which may not satisfy all 

specifications for all customers. 

 Data Location and Privacy: physical location of the servers is very important 

because different countries have different laws and some companies want to store 

their data in the same way as their privacy management laws in their countries 

[6]. 

 Privilege User Access: Sensitive data can be managed by non-employees. It 

means that cloud servers are not under the control of organizational managers [6]. 

 Internet Dependency, performance and Latency:  availability is a crucial 

aspect for consumers and it could be affected by Internet providers [6]. 

 

 

2.1.4. Cloud Computing Principal Service Models 

 

 

                        Fig.2. cloud computing architecture [7] 

Figure 2 shows the three models and the following are their descriptions: 

Software as Service (SaaS): Users of the cloud are allowed to install, operate and 

run applications in the cloud without managing the infrastructure and the platform of 

the cloud. The difference between the SaaS cloud’s applications and normal PCs’ 

applications is that the cloud applications offer elasticity and can be accessed by more 

than one user, while PC applications are only accessed by its users  [9]. Moreover, the 

consumers can access the cloud applications from different devices such as mobile 

phones. Examples of the SaaS service are SalesForce.com [8], YouTube and 

Facebook. The customers of this service pay monthly for using the cloud. 

Platform as Service (PaaS): This allows users to implement and deploy 

applications by providing a programming environment, for instance Java Runtime 

Environment (JRE). However, users cannot control or manage the infrastructure of 

the cloud such as the operating system of the cloud. A good example of this model is 

Google App Engine. It offers a good environment for running Java, JavaScript and 

Python applications [10]. Usually, the customers of this service pay per use. 
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Infrastructure as Service (IaaS): The customers of this model are able to build 

the whole cloud services starting from the infrastructure ending with applications. 

They can control storage, Internet, processing and the Operating System images, 

however they do not own the hardware used to support the cloud [11]. An example of 

this cloud is Amazon EC2 and it is on a pay-per-use basis. 

2.2. Software Engineering 

     The term “software engineering” (SE) encompasses the activities to analyse, 

design, construct and test software [25]. A software engineering environment (SEE) 

supports the tasks of all software engineering processes [48]. Such an environment 

has many tools to support these tasks. 

2.2.1. Software Engineering Tools 

The purpose of software engineering tools is to “assist software engineering 

managers and practitioners in every activity associated with the software process” 

[18]. Developers can use these tools to analyse, design, implement and test their 

programs. They can assist developers to easily achieve high quality programs. The 

quality of software is the key factor in companies that depend upon programs for their 

work [32]. The following are some of these tools and a brief definition of each of 

them. 

Static Analysis Tools: Static analysis tools can find any indication of bugs in 

programs before execution [18]. Examples of these tools are Findbugs [19] and PMD 

[20]. They do not only discover errors but they can report functional and designer 

errors at a deep level [21].  

Testing Tools: Testing tools are used to improve software quality by practising 

and coordinating testing cases [22]. In other words, they allow users to input test data 

and verify the output whether it is expected or not. An example of this tool is Agitar 

[23] and CodeTest [24]. 

Dynamic Analysis Tools: Dynamic analysis tools deal with running programs to 

assure that program behaviour is running exactly as expected [25]. These tools 

interact with executing software, whilst normal testing tools test software in fake 

environments. There are two types of dynamic tools [25]: 

 Intensive tools: they provide extra instruction that is written with the software to 

ensure that it runs acceptably. 

 Non-intrusive tools: these use extra hardware processes that execute in parallel 

with the process that runs the main software. 

Analysis and Design Tools: They allow users to build models of the system that 

represent data, function and behaviour and characterization of the data, interface 

design and component-level [25]. 

Coverage Tools: Coverage tools show the percentage of the functions that were 

not used [38]. For example, if a user uses only 40% of the functions, the tools will 

display 60%. This is beneficial in testing because it shows which functions have not 

been tested, allowing the user to go back and test them.   
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2.2.2. Software Engineering Methods 

     There are many software engineering models. However, the following explains 

two of them because they are used in this dissertation. The Waterfall model has been 

improved to the iterative model and this improvement will be described in this 

section. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Waterfall model 

Due to the Waterfall model being able to improve the work-task between the 

project teams, this model was able to reduce the effort of the developer and increase 

the performance of producing programs [39]. However, after using this model, it has 

been identified by means of the imperfect results that the model is inadequate [39] 

because it cannot go back to previous stages if there are any problems in any of the 

phases, thus, this issue may be resolved by iterating this model until accomplishing 

high quality programs [40] see Figure 3.   

 

Fig. 4. Iterative model 

 

Working in the iterative model’s phases (see Figure. 4) has some features that 

could be considered. Each team in each phase has certain tools to help it in their task 

[25]. For example, the verification team has static analysis tools to verify the program 

after producing it from the implementation team. Every phase is separated and the 

outputs of the previous phase are the input for the next phase, for instance, the outputs 

of the implementation phase is the inputs of the verification phase.  The verification 

phase decides whether or not the programs are ready for release. If the program is not 

ready the team will return the program with a report to the requirements team.  

2.3. Workflow 
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Hollingsworth indicates that workflow is ‘‘concerned with the automation of 

procedures where documents, information or tasks are passed between participants” 

[26]. It concludes connected steps and each step is finished before the next step 

begins. Potential benefits of workflow models are that [27]: 

 It is able to organize and manage distributed systems. 

 It provides an approach for interaction between organizations. 

 It increases outputs and decreases costs by using resources in certain domains. 

 It includes a variety of administrative domains to acquire throughput. 

 It has the ability to integrate between multiple teams and applications. 

3. Evaluation Scenario and Criteria: 

    This section is focused in definition of basis scenarios for evaluating the 

deployment of software engineering tools in the cloud. It begins by setting the 

assumed cloud usage cost before going on to explain the basis for cost estimation 

using COCOMO. The three scenarios are then introduced. 

     Before proceeding further with the investigation of the three scenarios about three 

companies, it is essential to define the assumed cost of renting the cloud after 

deploying software engineering tools to help in its evaluation. After deploying these 

tools in the cloud, the cloud model would be the same as any SaaS model. Thus it is 

worthwhile to obtain the average cost of applications in the SaaS cloud to ascertain 

the suspected renting price. Consequently, evaluation will be based on this price. The 

costs of three providers are: 

1- Zoho: It costs $ 40 monthly for 5 GB. 

2- Opsource: It costs $49.64 monthly for 5 GB. 

3- Rockspace: It costs $ 33.75 monthly for 5 GB. 

 Therefore, the average of all these prices is (40 + 49.64 + 33.75)/3= 41.13. This is 

nearly $ 41 per month for 5 GB. 

     COCOMO standard, which is a Constructive Cost Model, will calculate the 

estimated price for creating software [33]. This model divides the software projects 

into three categories which are Organic, Semi-detach and Embedded. This study 

creates a scenario where the  small company deals with Organic projects, the medium 

company deals with Semi-detach projects and the  big company deals with Embedded 

projects. COCOMO tools will be used to calculate the three formulas [34]. The 

COCOMO is based on three formulas [34]: 

Effort Applied (E) = ab(KLOC)
b
b [ man-months ] 

Development Time (D) = cb(Effort Applied)
d
b [months] 

People required (P) = Effort Applied / Development Time [count] 

Where the following table provides ab, bb, cb and db  in Table1: 
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creates a scenario where the  small company deals with Organic projects, the medium 

company deals with Semi-detach projects and the  big company deals with Embedded 

projects. COCOMO tools will be used to calculate the three formulas [34]. The 

COCOMO is based on three formulas [34]: 

Effort Applied (E) = ab(KLOC)
b
b [ man-months ] 

Development Time (D) = cb(Effort Applied)
d
b [months] 

People required (P) = Effort Applied / Development Time [count] 

Where the following table provides ab, bb, cb and db  in Table1: 
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Table1. Given variables for COCOMO formulas 

 

Software project ab bb cb db 

Organic 2.4 1.05 2.5 0.38 

Semi-detached 3.0 1.12 2.5 0.35 

Embedded 3.6 1.20 2.5 0.32 

 

 

     According to Jacek, Thomas and Herald, the percentage of finding defects in a 

program in a real environment will be approximately 78% if refactorings are not 

applied in the development environment [45]. Refactoring improves the code by 

reducing complexity and making the programs readable to help developers to 

maintain their programs. However the percentage would be approximately 31% if 

refactorings are applied [45]. This research assumes that the small company does not 

apply a refactorings technique, while the medium and big companies do. 

     All these companies depend upon the iterative model. SEE in all companies in this 

study do not have any software engineering tools. In the verification phase, they 

verify the programs manually by writing acceptance test documents and test the 

programs without any tools. Once the functionalities of the programs satisfy the 

acceptance test, they will release the programs; otherwise they will return them to the 

requirement phase. 

It is assumed that all three companies employ the Scrum concept. Scrum is a 

software development process that divides developers into small teams, and each 

team can do all the work that is related to any program [48]. The team can handle the 

program from the first phase of the Iterative model to the last phase. A team’s roles 

are: 

     Product owner: who is responsible for customer requirements.  

     Development team: Its tasks are analysis, design, development, testing and 

verification. 

Scrum Master: he is the team leader. 

 

In the small company the task is not big. Thus, it can be done by one Scrum team 

and then be released without integration. The task in the medium and big companies 
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is divided into small parts and each Scrum team is assigned a different part. After 

finishing the assigned task, one of the Scrum teams integrates the parts together (see 

Figure 5). 

 

 

Fig. 5. Dividing task and integration 

3.1. First Scenario 

     The small company has between 1 to 20 employees (2 Scrum teams). This team is 

highly familiar with software language. The team works at home and the average 

salary for them is $1000. The average of the delivered source code is one KDSI for 

one month, which is one thousand, delivered source instructions for one month.  The 

COCOMO tool is used to calculate the efforts and development cost.  Figure 6 shows 

the inputs in the COCOMO tool and Figure 7 shows the outputs. 

 
            Fig. 6. The inputs of the COCOMO tool for first scenario. 
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   Fig. 7. The outputs of COCOMO tool for the first scenario. 

 

     Consequently, the estimated payment for implementing one KDSI is $2000, and 

this payment is only for two developers.  However, the study assumes that after the 

customer returns the code fragment, because of bugs, the company needs the effort of 

one developer for one month. Therefore, the cost of fixing the bugs is $1000. The 

percentage of finding bugs by customers in produced programs is 78% (see Figure 3).  

Assuming that the company sells 12 KDSI annually, thus, the annual operating 

expense is $24000, which is if the customers do not return the software because of 

defects.  

     Evaluation: To make a decision on whether or not software engineering tools are 

useful, it is beneficial to calculate probability factors to provide evidence that could 

help to make a decision [35]. The probability would be calculated by running 12 

random cases which represent 12 months and based on Figure 8. Running the random 

cases will be done by a Java program. 

int run = 12; // one year 

int a = 0,b = 0; 

Random randomGenerator = new Random(); 

For (int i=0;i<run;++i) 

{ 

 

double randomNum= randomGenerator.nextDouble(); 

if (randomNum>0.78){ 

a++; // No bugs 

 

}else b++; // Find bugs by customer 

} 

 

double percentageOfNoBugs= (a/(double)run)*100; 

double percentageOfFindBugsByCustomer= (b/(double)run)*100; 
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double RewardA= percentageOfNoBugs *(+41); 

double penaltyB=percentageOfFindBugsByCustomer*(-1000); 

System.out.println(" the company will lose  = $ " +penaltyB + " ,if it does not rent 

the cloud service " ); 

System.out.println(" the company will earn = $ " +RewardA + " ,if it does not rent 

the cloud service " ); 

double utility = RewardA + penaltyB; 

System.out.println("the final result is $"+ utility); 

 

 

 
Fig. 8. Probability tree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig. 9. The results of the probability program 

 

the company will lose  = $ -75000.0,if it does 
not rent the cloud service  

 the company will earn = $ 1025.0,if it does 
not rent the cloud service  

the final result is $-73975.0 
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Fig. 10. Annual profit in the case of not renting the tools in the cloud for the small 

company 

 

 

     Figures 9 and 10 show the outputs of running 12 random cases. The utility is $-

73975.0 which is the amount that could be lost if the company does not rely upon 

software engineering tools to verify and test their code fragment in the cloud.  By 

adding the annual operating expense to this amount, the final operating expense is 

$97975, an increase of 75%.  Therefore, there is a significant negative of not renting 

software engineering tools in the cloud for the small company in terms of the 

economic aspect. 

 

3.2. Second Scenario 

 

    The medium company has between 20 and 50 employees (2 to 5 Scrum teams). 

This company can develop big and small code fragments. The average salary for them 

is $1500. The company produces approximately 6 KDSI monthly.  Assuming that, the 

team members are professionals and they can implement high quality programs by 

applying the refactorings mechanism in the software. Therefore, the percentage of 

finding defects in the programs by customers is 31%. The COCOMO tool is used to 

calculate the effort and development cost.  Figure 11 shows the inputs in the 

COCOMO tool and Figure 12 shows the outputs. 

 

Sales 

lose

reward
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Fig. 11.  The inputs of the COCOMO tool for the second scenario. 

 

 
              Fig. 12. The outputs of the COCOMO tool for the second scenario. 

 

     Consequently, the estimated payment for implementing 6 KDSI is $33000, and 

this payment is only for 22 developers.  However, this study assumes that after the 

customers return the code fragment, because of bugs, the company needs the effort of 

half of this number which is 11 developers. Therefore, the cost of fixing the bugs is 

$16500.  Assuming that the company sells 72 KDSI annually, thus, the annual 

operating expense is $396000, which is if the customers do not return the software 

because of defects.  

     Evaluation: The probability is calculated by running 12 random cases which 

represent 12 months. Figure 13 shows the probability tree which will be run 12 times. 

The random number will be generated to discover the probability. If the number is 

more than 79 that means that the customers find defects, on the other hand, if it is less 

than 79 that means that the customers do not find defects. The Java program will be 

implemented to calculate the probability. 
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int run = 12; // one year 

int a = 0,b = 0; 

Random randomGenerator = new Random(); 

For (int i=0;i<run;++i) 

{ 

 

double randomNum= randomGenerator.nextDouble(); 

if (randomNum>0.31){ 

a++; // No bugs 

 

}else b++; // Find bugs by customer 

} 

 

double percentageOfNoBugs= (a/(double)run)*100; 

double percentageOfFindBugsByCustomer= (b/(double)run)*100; 

 

double RewardA= percentageOfNoBugs *(+41); 

double penaltyB=percentageOfFindBugsByCustomer*(-16500); 

System.out.println(" the company will lose  = $ " +penaltyB + ", if it does not rent 

the cloud service " ); 

System.out.println(" the company will earn = $ " +RewardA + ", if it does not rent 

the cloud service " ); 

double utility = RewardA + penaltyB; 

System.out.println("the final result is $"+ utility); 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Probability tree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result: 

 

  

 
the company will lose  = $ -412500.0,if it 

does not rent the cloud service 
the company will earn = $ 3075.0,if it does 

not rent the cloud service 
the final result is $-409425.0 
 

Fig. 14. The program output 
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Fig. 15.  Annual profit in case of not renting the tools in the cloud for the medium 

company 

 

     Figures 14 and 15 show the outputs of running 12 random cases. The utility is $-

409425.0 which is the amount that could be lost if the company does not rely upon 

software engineering tools to verify and test their code fragment in the cloud.  By 

adding the annual operating expense to this amount, the final operating expense is 

$805425, an increase of 49%.  Therefore, there is a significant negative of not renting 

software engineering tools in the cloud for the small company in terms of the 

economic aspect. 

3.3. Third Scenario 

     The medium company has more than 50 employees (more than 5 Scrum teams). 

This company specializes in the implementation of big code fragments. The average 

salary for them is $2000. The company produces approximately 12 KDSI monthly.  

Assuming that, the team members are professionals and they can implement high 

quality programs by applying the refactorings mechanism in the software. Therefore, 

the percentage of finding defects in the programs by customers is 31%.The  

COCOMO tool is used to calculate the effort and development cost. Figure 16 shows 

the inputs in the COCOMO tool and Figure 17 shows the outputs. 

 

 
                     Fig 16. The inputs of the COCOMO tool for the third scenario 

Sales 

Loss

Money saved
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Fig. 17. The outputs of the COCOMO tool for the third scenario 

 

     Consequently, the estimated payment for implementing 12 KDSI is $66000, and 

this payment is for the effort of 33 developers (see Figure 13).  However, this study 

assumes that after the customers return the code fragment, because of bugs, the 

company needs the effort of half of this number which is 16.5 developers. Therefore, 

the cost of fixing the bugs is $ 33000.  Assuming that the company sells 144 KDSI 

annually, thus, the annual operating expense is $9504000, that is, if the customers do 

not return the software because of defects.  

     Evaluation:  The probability will be calculated by running 12 random cases which 

represent 12 months. Figure 9 shows the probability tree which will be run 12 times. 

The random number will be generated to discover the probability. If the number is  

more than 79 that means customers find defects, on the other hand, if it is less than 79 

that means that the customers do not find defects. The Java program will be 

implemented to calculate the probability.  

 

int run = 12; // one year 

int a = 0,b = 0; 

Random randomGenerator = new Random(); 

For (int i=0;i<run;++i) 

{ 

 

double randomNum= randomGenerator.nextDouble(); 

if (randomNum>0.31){ 

a++; // No bugs 

 

}else b++; // Find bugs by customer 

} 

 

double percentageOfNoBugs= (a/(double)run)*100; 

double percentageOfFindBugsByCustomer= (b/(double)run)*100; 
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double RewardA= percentageOfNoBugs *(+41); 

double penaltyB=percentageOfFindBugsByCustomer*(-33000); 

System.out.println(" the company will lose  = $ " +penaltyB + " ,if it does not rent 

the cloud sevice " ); 

System.out.println(" the company will earn = $ " +RewardA + " ,if it does not rent 

the cloud sevice " ); 

double utility = RewardA + penaltyB; 

System.out.println("the final result is $"+ utility); 

 

 

Result: 

 

 

 

 

  

                        Fig10. The result of the probability program 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 18. The program output 

 

 
 

Fig. 19. Annual profit in case of not renting the tools in the cloud for the medium 

company 

 

     Figures 18 and 19 show the outputs of running 12 random cases. The utility is 

$821925.0 which is the amount that could be lost if the company does not rely upon 

software engineering tools to verify and test their code fragments in the cloud.  By 

adding the annual operating expense to this amount, the final operating expense is 

$10325925,an increase of 92%.  Therefore, there is a significant negative of not  

renting software engineering tools in the cloud for the small company in terms of the 

economic aspect. 

 

 

 

Sales 
Loss

Money
saved

the company will lose  = $ -825000.0, if it 
does not rent the cloud service 

the company will earn = $ 3075.0, if it does 
not rent the cloud service 

the final result is $-821925.0 
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3.4. Conclusion 

     The study in this chapter has illustrated the loss that might happen in small, 

medium and big companies if they do not use software engineering tools in the cloud. 

However, the above is based upon the assumption that these companies do not have 

any static analysis tools that could analyse and verify their programs. The COCOMO 

standard has been used to calculate the estimated cost of creating programs.  The 

probabilities approach has been adopted to find the possible profit that may be 

generated or lost. These probabilities are justified by prior work in this field.  

 

   Table 2. Final result for all scenarios 

 

Company Utility Operating expense Percentage of increase 

Small $-73975.0 $ 97975 75% 

Medium $-409425.0 $ 805425 49% 

Big $-821925.0 $10325925 92% 

 

     Table 2 compares the three companies. It is apparent from this table that there is a 

significant effect in the big company because it produces a large size of code 

fragments without using any software engineering tools, whilst the medium company 

experiences the smallest effect because it applies the refactorings technique. 

Nevertheless, all of the companies have relatively high percentages with regard to the 

increase in operating expenses. Consequently, the results of the study in this section 

provide strong evidence for the claim that a company should treat their programs by 

using software engineering tools in the cloud. 

     However, this evaluation is only for one part of SEE which is to verify and test the 

programs before release. Therefore, it could be beneficial if the cloud were used in all 

SEE parts such as the design process. 

4. Requirements 

The purpose of this section is to explain the requirements that should be met to 

use software engineering tools in the cloud. These requirements also consider the SEE 

where Scrum teams work. The requirements are classified into four aspects according 

to the cloud and the SEE’s components which are cloud requirements, design 

requirements, software engineering tools requirements and the requirements on 

customers. Although there are many requirements that could be specified, the 

following are some of those which rely on what we find in published papers and cloud 

documents 
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customers. Although there are many requirements that could be specified, the 

following are some of those which rely on what we find in published papers and cloud 

documents 
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4.1. Cloud Requirements 

The following are the requirements that should be offered to reap the benefits of 

using software engineering as a service in the cloud and to avoid any issues: 

Pricing: It is expected that a company which wants to use the cloud has the ability 

to calculate the cost and make payments for using the cloud by means of invoicing 

and e-invoicing; it can still make payment by a variety of traditional methods such as 

PayPal [46]. 

Availability: The availability of the cloud needs to be very high. The reason for 

this is that some tools take a long time to perform their tasks [44].  

Security, Privacy & Trust concerns: the assets of the users need to be held in a 

secure place [49]. Customers want their data to be fully protected and providers to 

apply proper security measures. Cloud security involves computer security, network 

security and information security [49]. Privacy is an important part in all the 

challenges that may be faced in cloud computing. Users want to ensure that their 

identities, information, policy components during integration and transaction histories 

are protected [50]. Trust is non-quantitative and difficult to measure [50]. However, 

it is defined as “the extent to which one party is willing to participate in a given action 

with a given partner, considering the risks and incentives involved” [51]. The cloud 

needs to be trustworthy to attract customers to use it. 

Service Level Agreement (SLA) should be clear and satisfactory. Users should be 

aware of the terms and conditions governing the use of the cloud. 

  

4.2. Design Requirements 

Tight coupling between software engineering tools and user: This is required 

because these tools need to be much more interactive than the e-Science application, 

which runs an automatic workflow [43] [52]. 

     Tools connection: The tools are connected together to allow users to move from 

one to the other efficiently.. 

    Assessment on cloud viability: Before using the cloud in SEE, the program should 

be assessed by Scrum teams. Therefore, the design of the SEE should consider this 

assessment. The assessment should be based upon certain criteria to provide the 

Scrum teams with the ability to make a decision on whether or not they use the tools 

in the cloud. 

4.3. Software engineering tools requirements 

     Usability:  It is very important that end-users interact easily with the tools. The 

tools should allow users to specify the pattern of verifying and testing the program.  

     The tools are for a single program language: If selection of software 

engineering tools is for more than one tool, the tools should be for a single language.  
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4.4. Requirements on customers 

Skills: Users should realize how they use the cloud resources [47]. If users do not 

know how they can use the cloud, they will face difficulty in reaping its benefits. 

5. Approaches 

     We could argue that if the approach succeeds in one phase in the Iterative model, it 

should work with other phases. Since the key issue of losing money in the companies 

in Section 3 is in the verification phase because the programs are released before 

being adequately tested. Therefore, the selections concentrate on static analysis and 

testing tools. These selections consider the requirements in Section 4. 

     In order to achieve the main aim, we have two approaches. The first approach 

devised for this study is ‘indirect interaction’ and the second approach is ‘direct 

interaction’. 

5.1. Indirect Interaction Approach 

    The indirect interaction approach refers to users using cloud to run the tools which 

are hosted in another cloud (see Figure 20). The users use the tools through the first 

cloud and run the tools in it. It is necessary to select two cloud computing providers 

and tools in order to prove this concept. 

 
                      Fig. 20.  Overview of Indirection Design 
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5.1.1. Selection cloud computing 

     The selections are for two clouds. The first cloud is for running the tools in it. The 

second cloud is for deployment of these tools. 

First cloud: It was necessary to select the IaaS cloud to have the ability to build 

the infrastructure that was required. It is necessary that the cloud provider offer a 

proper image. The proper image refers to offering applications and an environment to 

run the tool. Most of the IaaS providers have infrastructures so that users can build the 

environment that they need. Therefore, Amazon provider (AWS) which is one of IaaS 

cloud was chosen in this study. The image of the cloud would be created after 

choosing the tools to select the necessary application. 

Second cloud: Development environment is one of the most important aspects of 

selection cloud computing because it assists in running the deployed application in the 

cloud. This service is only in PaaS and IaaS clouds, while it is not in an SaaS cloud. 

Therefore, the SaaS cloud is eliminated from selection cloud options. However, if a 

user wants to use IaaS an infrastructure needs to be built which costs money and takes 

a long time [29]. It is not necessary to construct the cloud infrastructure to deploy 

tools whilst it is ready in PaaS cloud with an outstanding environment for 

deployment. Consequently, PaaS is the most suitable cloud for this project. 

Table 3 shows the comparison between six PaaS cloud providers. This 

comparison considers selected criteria which are: 

1- Support: Supporting users by a cloud provider and handling any issues free. 

2- Security feature: protection for the users’ assets by offering security features such 

as Firewall, back up storage and secure permissions. 

3- Operating System: the OS which is used in providers’ servers such as UNIX and 

Windows. 

4- Cost. The minimum price.  

5- Program language supported: the development environment that is in the cloud. 
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       Table 3: Comparison between PaaS cloud providers 

 

 

It is clear that AppEngine, Boomi and AT&T Synaptic support some program 

languages while the others do not. This factor is very important because this project 

aims to perform verification and testing for program languages and the tools may be 

created by one of these languages. However, there are no significant differences 

between the services of the three providers and this project is not going to use a very 

large number of resources, hence selection is for a free provider which is AppEngine. 

AppEngine’s server is a virtual server [10]; this means that it has the quality of 

scalability which continues to work well even if it has a very large size of software 

engineering tools. Users do not need to book the space that they need before using the 

server because it is very difficult to decide how many bytes they need to verify and 

test the programs. As a result, AppEngine cloud will be helpful if it is used to verify 

the programs it runs.  

5.1.2. Selection Software engineering tools 

     As this project aims to demonstrate and evaluate deployment Software 

Engineering tools in the cloud, it is beneficial to choose tools that are open source to 

manipulate and test them without any constraints. AppEngine is targeted to perform 

web applications [30], thus these tools need to be web-based applications. Java Script 

language is one of the most important web languages which can help to create web- 

based applications [31]. JavaScript is a client-side server; hence it does not run in the 

server. Therefore, this feature could be used to run the tools, which are implemented 

in JavaScript, in the first cloud in Figure 20 after deploying them in the second cloud. 
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There are several open sources of software engineering tools that could improve the 

quality of the JavaScript application. Selection of these tools will be for two static 

analysis tools and one coverage tool which can measure code coverage for JavaScript 

software. Since users can verify their code fragments by two tools, thus they obtain 

the opportunity to ensure that their programs run correctly. After that they can test 

their programs manually in certain cases and measure the code to find which 

functions have not tested. The following are the tools which were selected for this 

study (Appendix B show all screenshot for all selected tools). 

 JSHint: JSHint can detect potential problems in JavaScript code before executing 

the program, and it has many options that allow users to select the pattern that they 

want [36]. For example, users can ignore testing the functions inside the loops if they 

do not choose the option which does that.  

 JSLint: JSLint can be used to verify any JavaScript code [37]. It has other options 

which are different from the options of JSHints. Therefore, there is a significant 

possibility that JavaScript code could be verified by a variety of options. 

 JSCoverage: When users test their JavaScript code, the JSCoverage tool will 

display the functions that are not tested [38]. Due to the fact that there are no testing 

tools appopriate for all potential software [32], users can test their code fragments 

manually in certain cases and then discover the functions that have not been covered, 

by the JSCoverage tool. 

5.1.3. Deployment 

Before the deployment of the selected tools in AppEngine, it is necessary to 

register an application ID and the version of these tools. AppEngine has an 

administrator console to do the registration. Once this is completed, the cloud is ready 

to accept the application and then the application will be prepared for deployment.        

To deploy software engineering tools in the AppEngine cloud, the Yaml file for 

each tool needs to be implemented (see Figure 20). This file specifies the paths of 

static files such as Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). It also has information about the 

tools such as ID and the version of the tool. After implementation, AppEngine 

Launcher needs to be used to deploy the tools in the cloud (see Figure 21). 

 

 
 

Fig. 21. YAML for JSCoverage tool. 
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                                Fig. 22.  AppEngine Launcher 

 

In order to upload the tools, it is necessary to put YAML with the tool in the same 

folder, and then use the Launcher to send the folder to the cloud. Alternatively, it 

could upload the folder by Eclipse after downloading the AppEngine plugin [10], but 

AppEngine Launcher might be better than Eclipse because it offers very efficient 

features which can assist users to manage and control the tools before and after 

deployment.  

5.1.5. Image  

     Amazon Machine Image (AMI) is a simple interface which allows users to obtain 

and configure capacity with minimal friction. It can offer certain applications that 

would be useful to run the tools. The application, that is required to run the tools in 

this study, is any browser. Although there are many kinds of images, 

DescktopAnyWhere image is free and it offers Firefox browser that can be used to 

open the selected tools after deployment in the AppEngine [54] (see Figure 23). 
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                       Fig. 23. AMI Screen shot 

5.1.6. Design 

     The overview design in Figure 20 displays the interaction between users and the 

tools. Firstly, users access the AMI in AWS and then open the Firefox browser. 

Secondly, users use Firefox to open the tools from AppEngine by typing the address 

of the tools. Finally, users run the tools. The tools will run in AWS not in AppEngine 

since the tools are implemented in JavaScript. 

 
Fig. 24.  Software engineering tools workflow & interaction 

 

     The interaction design in Figure 24 shows the workflow of software engineering 

tools in the cloud, while SA1, SA2 and Test are JSHint, JSLint and JSCoverage 

respectively. It also shows the interaction between users and the tools in the cloud. 

The scenario of this interaction is: 

1- Starting by first static analysis, which is the JSHint tool.  
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2- Inputting JavaScript code fragment and verifying this code. 

3- Printing reports. 

4- Moving to the next static analysis tool which is JSLint. 

5- Verifying the code by the JSLint tool. 

6- Printing reports. 

7- Moving to the next tool which is the JSCoverage tool to test the code. 

8- Test the code and ensure that testing covered all functions. 

9- Test the functions that were not covered. 

10-  Finish 

The pattern of interaction: This will provide users with the opportunity to 

evaluate the output from each tool and then decide whether or not to proceed to 

another tool. It allows users to verify their programs, and then fix any errors before 

moving to the next tool. The JSCoverage tool is at the end of the workflow to validate 

the programs manually and then identify which functions were not tested in order for 

them to be tested. Therefore, the programs will be checked twice automatically before 

being tested manually by the JSCoverage tool. Consequently, the possibility of 

acquiring a program without defects is very high. 

The reports of software engineering tools: Another benefit of the design is that 

in order to make a comparison between the tools’ reports, users can print out reports 

about their programs from each tool and save them as a hard copy (see Figure 25). 

Each tool has a different report which may inform users about different defects. 

 

 
Fig. 25. Software engineering tools’ reports 

 

 

5.2. Direct Interaction Approach 

    In this type of approach the interaction is between users and the tools in the cloud 

directly. In order to prove this approach, we need to select a cloud computing 

provider and tools. 
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     Cloud Selection:  The IaaS cloud must be selected to have the ability to build the 

infrastructure that is needed. The cloud provider needs to offer an appropriate image. 

The appropriate image should have the application and the environment to run the 

tool. In fact, most of the IaaS providers have infrastructures that users can use to build 

the environment that they need. Therefore, the Amazon provider (AWS), which is one 

of the IaaS clouds, was chosen in this study. This cloud is explained in detail in 

Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.5.  

     Tool Selection: There are many static analysis and testing tools. Nevertheless, the 

tools which are selected in Section 5.1.2 are used in this approach. These tools can be 

opened by any browsers; hence the Firefox browser from the AWS image could be 

used to open the tool in the cloud as was explained in the last section. 

     Deployment of the tool in the cloud in this approach is easy and it can be done by 

creating Dropbox folder in the virtual machine desktop and another folder for the 

same Dropbox account in PC, and then once the source code of the tools is saved in 

the Dropbox folder in PC it will synchronise with the folder in the cloud. After that 

the tools can be opened by Firefox browser. 

5.3. Integration Design 

     Based on the scenarios in Section 3, it is necessary to integrate the software 

engineering tools in the cloud with SEE. The architecture is suitable for most 

companies. This integration performs with both approaches.  

 

 
Fig. 26. Integration between implementation and verification phases 

 

     In the verification phase, the pieces of code, which are sent from Scrum teams, are 

integrated [41] (see Figure 26).  After that, the assessment of the whole program after 

integration is done to know whether or not it needs to use the cloud (see Figure 27). 

The assessment will consider the size of the program. Some programs may not need 

to use software engineering tools in the cloud, while the others need to use the cloud 

resources in terms of the size. The assessment also considers the infrastructure and the 

tools and whether the infrastructure is available in the company or not. 
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Fig. 27.  Evaluation of the program to decide which method is suitable 

 

 
Fig. 28. Using software engineering tools in the cloud 

 

     After deciding that the program needs to use software engineering tools in the 

cloud, the tools will be used to get reports about the program (see Figure 28). If the 

program has serious defects, the tester will send the reports and the programs back to 

the requirement phase.  

6. Evaluation 

The evaluation considers the approaches that are used and it is based on three 

aspects that are the scenarios in Section 3 and the requirements in Section 4. 

6.1. Selected Clouds Evaluation 

Pricing: All clouds which are used are free clouds, so the pricing requirement 

cannot be evaluated. However, AppEngine and AWS can send bills to their customers 

to explain their consumption. These clouds have limitations in using AWS which are 

613 MB of memory, 32-bit and 64-bit platform support and 750 hours. If users use 

more than these limitations, they will pay based on the calculator in the AWS system 

[55]. Therefore, this calculator is helpful because users can calculate the price they 

will pay before using the clouds. 

Availability: AppEngine and AWS are built in various global regions. Therefore, 

the availability is very high. 
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     After deciding that the program needs to use software engineering tools in the 

cloud, the tools will be used to get reports about the program (see Figure 28). If the 

program has serious defects, the tester will send the reports and the programs back to 

the requirement phase.  

6. Evaluation 

The evaluation considers the approaches that are used and it is based on three 

aspects that are the scenarios in Section 3 and the requirements in Section 4. 

6.1. Selected Clouds Evaluation 

Pricing: All clouds which are used are free clouds, so the pricing requirement 

cannot be evaluated. However, AppEngine and AWS can send bills to their customers 

to explain their consumption. These clouds have limitations in using AWS which are 

613 MB of memory, 32-bit and 64-bit platform support and 750 hours. If users use 

more than these limitations, they will pay based on the calculator in the AWS system 

[55]. Therefore, this calculator is helpful because users can calculate the price they 

will pay before using the clouds. 

Availability: AppEngine and AWS are built in various global regions. Therefore, 

the availability is very high. 
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Security, Privacy & Trust concerns: The software engineering tools are modified 

in the cloud by the authorized user. A username and password are required to identify 

authenticated users. This authentication is used to access log files and the 

applications’ console. However, the tools in the AppEngine are public and they can be 

used by all people and users can run them on their computers, but if they want to 

perform them in AWS because of scalability they must have an AWS account. 

Additionally, this dissertation does not use AppEngine’s database or backup. Whilst 

AWS has many security features, the following are taken for the infrastructure of this 

study [56]:  

1- Physical Security. AWS hardware is housed in Amazon-controlled data 

centres around the world and the data centres are secured with a variety of 

physical security. 

2- Secure Service. There is complete Firewall, and AWS uses Secure Shell 

(SSH) to secure data communication between users and virtual server. 

3- Data Privacy. The users can encrypt their personal or business data in AWS 

and they can produce backup for it.  

Service Level Agreement: The cloud issues, explained in Section 2, have to be 

discussed with cloud providers when users want to agree a contract with them. 

Nevertheless, the small company does not have specialist employees to read SLA and 

discuss the terms with the cloud provider. While the medium and big companies have 

the opportunity to read the terms of using the clouds. 

6.2. Design Evaluation 

Tight coupling between software engineering tools and user: Interaction 

between the tools and users is in all workflow processes. The tools’ outputs can be 

printed individually. Therefore this requirement is met. However, users have to copy 

and paste the programs in all the tools. Although it is very efficient that the tools can 

read the programs from the cloud server instead of posting them to all the tools, users 

may need to edit their programs during the verification task. 

Tools connection: This requirement is met because users can move to another tool 

easily. However, users cannot post their programs from tool to tool, and they have to 

copy and paste their programs whenever they want verification. 

Assessment on cloud viability: This requirement is dealt with in Section 5.3 

where a set of criteria need to be considered and assessed by the user when making a 

decision on whether or not cloud is a viable option for their specific program 

requirements. 
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6.3. Software Engineering Tools Evaluation 

     Usability: The tools which are selected are more efficient to use and they take less 

time to accomplish a particular task because they have a friendly interface which can 

be used easily. 

The tools are for one program language: All tools which are selected are for 

JavaScript language. 

However, the selection tools are free and there are better than these tools but they 

are not free. The good example for these tools is Klocwork1. This tool can verify 

C/C++, Java and C# and it can detects a comprehensive range of reliability, security, 

and maintainability issues in code fragments.    

6.4. Requirements on Customer Evaluation 

     Skills: The members of the Scrum team are developers. Therefore, it can be 

assumed that they have the ability to deal with clouds’ resources and tools.  

6.5. Comparison between Approaches 

     There are no significant differences between indirect and direct interaction 

approaches because both of them use AWS cloud and the same software engineering 

tools. In the indirect interaction approach, users open the tools from AppEngine 

through AWS and the tools are implemented in JavaScript which is a client-side 

server. Hence the tools will be run in AWS as AWSs’ services. Nevertheless, in the 

indirect interaction approach, it is possible to run the tools in users’ machines or use 

AWS cloud for performing. Whilst the tools in the direct approach are hosted in AWS 

cloud and users must have a contract with Amazon cloud to use them. Therefore, the 

second approach is stricter than the first approach and users may have to pay if they 

use more than 613 MB or increase the speed of the CPU to perform verification or if 

the program performance takes a long time. AWS is also free for one year; however 

after this users will have to pay per use.  

     Both of the two approaches use two static analyses and one JSCoverage tool to test 

programs manually. Therefore, static analysis tools can find defects and the 

JSCoverage tools can expose deep design and functional errors. Consequently, the 

potentiality of having programs without defects is very high and this is evident when 

this study’s approaches with the companies are evaluated. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 http://www.klocwork.com/ 
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6.6. Evaluation of Approaches in the Companies 

     Based on the percentages in Section 3 the percentage of finding defects if 

refactoring is not applied in the development environment is 78%. 40% of all defects 

could be detected by using static analysis tools [57]. Consequently, the percentage of 

finding defects after using static analysis is approximately 46%. This percentage is 

used in small companies because it was assumed that this company does not apply a 

refactoring mechanism.  

     The percentage of detecting errors is 31% if refactoring is applied. Consequently, 

the possibility of finding defects is around 18% after using static analysis. This 

percentage is used in medium and big companies because it was assumed they apply a 

refactoring mechanism. 

     Small Companies: Instead of running a Java program to calculate the probability, 

the results in Section 3 can be used. The amount that could be lost if the small 

company does not use static analysis tools is $-73975.0 and 40% of this amount will 

be saved, which is $29590, if the company uses static analysis tools (See Figure 29). 

 

 
Fig. 29. The probability of finding bugs after using static analysis tools in the small 

company 

 

     Medium Company: The amount that could be lost if the small company does not 

use static analysis tools is $-409425.0 and 40% of this amount will be saved, which is 

$163770, if the company uses static analysis tools (See Figure 30).  
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Fig. 30. The probability of finding bugs after using static analysis tools in the medium 

and big company 

 

 

     Big Company: The amount that could be lost if the big company does not use 

static analysis tools is $-821925.0 and 40% of this amount will be saved, which is 

$328770, if the company uses static analysis tools (See Figure 30). 

     All companies could save money if they apply static analysis tools. However, as 

explained before these tools sometimes need a very large space of servers and these 

servers need maintenance and upgrading frequently. Therefore, companies could save 

more money if they used the tools in cloud computing. 

6.7. Evaluation Against the Objectives 

1. Review: The review of the state-of-the-art technology in cloud 

computing, software engineering tools and some technologies that are 

used in this dissertation are discussed in Section 2. 

2. Selection: Software engineering tools and clouds are selected and 

explained in Section 5 which is the approach section. 

3. Define evaluation scenarios and criteria: The scenario for three 

companies is defined in Section 3 and the criteria were to decide 

whether or not using the tools in the cloud is useful. 

4. Deployment: Three tools are deployed in the cloud in two approaches 

which are explained in Section 5. 

5. Workflow: The tools are linked together to allow the users to move 

from one to the other easily. 

6. Evaluation: The investigation of the scenarios is carried out in 

Sections 3 and 6.6. 

 

7. Conclusion & Further Work 

     In this paper, the deployment of software engineering tools in the cloud have been 

demonstrated and evaluated. The state-of-the-art technology in the cloud has been 

reviewed, and a comparison made between cloud providers to select one which is 

appropriate for this dissertation. Evaluation scenarios were defined for three 

companies as a motivation for the research. Two approaches were explained with 

regard to using software engineering tools in the cloud and both of these were 

demonstrated. The first approach is indirect interaction and the second approach is 

direct interaction. Three tools were selected which are JSHint, JSLint and JSCoverage 

tools, and deployed in AppEngine in the indirect interaction approach and they are 

deployed in AWS for the second approach. After that, the tools were linked together 

as workflow for both approaches. At the end of the dissertation, the whole project was 

evaluated.  

         

     If more time were available, the following may be achieved: 
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demonstrated. The first approach is indirect interaction and the second approach is 

direct interaction. Three tools were selected which are JSHint, JSLint and JSCoverage 

tools, and deployed in AppEngine in the indirect interaction approach and they are 

deployed in AWS for the second approach. After that, the tools were linked together 

as workflow for both approaches. At the end of the dissertation, the whole project was 

evaluated.  

         

     If more time were available, the following may be achieved: 
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 Users could be allowed to upload their programs to the cloud database as text 

file which can be read by the tools in the cloud and save the outputs in the 

database as well. This approach may be much more efficient than sending 

the programs manually to each individual tool. Especially, when the users 

want to verify large code fragments. 

 An access control method could be implemented to prevent unauthorized 

users to access the tools in AppEngine directly.  

 A program could be implemented to make a comparison between the 

verification tools to display the differences between them.  
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Abstract. While much research has been carried out on the use of cloud 

computing, there has been little investigation of the cloud in software 

engineering. This study aims to demonstrate and evaluate software engineering 

tools in the cloud. In order to achieve this aim, technology in cloud computing 

and software engineering are reviewed and a workflow is created to facilitate 

the use of tools in the cloud for indirect and direct interaction approaches. Three 

differently sized case study scenarios are created to evaluate the use of the 

cloud in terms of cost, size and user efficiency. In addition, requirements of the 

service and users are explained and analysed.  Consideration for the workflow 

design and interaction between users and the tools in the cloud are perceived as 

important aspects. This research also concerns the integration between the 

software engineering environment and the tools in the cloud and in particular 

how Scrum teams work with this integration. Evaluation of the results indicates 

that deployment of the cloud in the case study companies can be cost, time and 

user efficient.  

Declaration: I declare that this dissertation represents my own work except 

where otherwise stated.  

1. Introduction 

Cloud computing has the potential to revolutionize computer technology, and 

because the cloud has several advantages, it has been used for many purposes in 

business and management [53]. Firstly, the cloud has qualities of elasticity and 

scalability, which refer to the ability to increase or decrease the number of resources 

automatically based on needs [4]. Moreover, it offers the ability to pay per unit of 

usage instead of buying, running and maintaining large servers, networks and storage 

[42]. In addition, developers can validate their programs through a number of 

standard mechanisms such as PDAs [4]. These benefits may attract developers to 

migrate their software engineering tools to cloud.  

     Providing an environment that is similar to a real environment needs a significant 

space for testing and verification to deal with the whole program. The results of 

verifications of large programs require servers with a large amount of space in order 

for these results to be displayed. This is clearly evident when trying to verify the 

small PROMELA code fragment (179 lines) (see Appendix A) in the Spin tool with a 

memory of 128 MB in the PC, it barely verifies, yielding the suggested action in 

Figure 1: 
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for these results to be displayed. This is clearly evident when trying to verify the 

small PROMELA code fragment (179 lines) (see Appendix A) in the Spin tool with a 

memory of 128 MB in the PC, it barely verifies, yielding the suggested action in 

Figure 1: 
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               Fig. 1. Suggested action from Spin tool 

 

     The cloud can offer any infrastructure such as operating system [42]. Therefore, 

users can select the same infrastructure that would be found in the real environment. 

For example, some projects work in UNIX and the tester can select the same 

operating system in the cloud to test the projects. 

     The provision of big servers costs companies a significant amount of money, 

whereas cloud users only pay for what they use. These big servers also need 

maintenance and updates frequently. Nevertheless, the advantages of the cloud can 

handle all these difficulties. 

     The process of testing can be carried out by a large group of people [45]. 

Therefore, the software can be tested by many testers at the same time. This is very 

useful because it provides an outstanding opportunity to cover all the functions of the 

software. Developers can upload their programs in the cloud and ask testers from 

offshore locations to undertake testing and provide feedback on the programs. 

Unfortunately, software engineering technology has not been widely deployed in 

cloud. Hence, the aim of this project is to demonstrate the deployment of this 

technology in the cloud. However, developers might use more than one tool in order 

to achieve high-quality results. Using a variety of tools requires them to be organized 

and connected together by workflow in order for them to be efficient and usable.  

1.1. Objectives 

1. Review: review the state-of-the-art technology in cloud computing and 

software engineering tools. The success criteria for this objective would 

be by providing a review of the stat-of-the-art technology in cloud 

computing and software engineering tools. 

2. Selection: select cloud computing and software engineering tools for the 

project. The success criteria for this objective would be by selecting cloud 

provider and software engineering tools 

3. Define evaluation scenario and criteria: assume scenario to discuss whether or 

not the deployment is helpful in this scenario. The success criteria for this 

objective would be by providing scenarios to discuss whether or not the 

deployment is helpful in these scenarios. 
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4. Deployment: demonstrate and evaluate the deployment of the software 

engineering tools in the cloud. The success criteria for this objective would 

be by providing demonstration and evaluation of the deployment of the 

software engineering tools in the cloud. 

5. Workflow: create processes that could help the developers to validate and test 

their programs and move from tool to tool. The success criteria for this 

objective would be by creating processes that could help the developers to 

validate and test their programs and move from tool to tool. 

6. Evaluation: investigate the scenario and evaluate the outputs and help decision-

makers decide whether or not the deployment could be helpful. The success 

criteria for this objective would be by providing evaluation of the 

scenarios and make decision on whether or not the deployment is useful.  

 

1.2. Methodology 

This project will focus on the demonstration and evaluation of the deployment of 

software engineering tools in the cloud. The study provides three scenarios for three 

companies in different areas of business and with different development 

environments. These scenarios will be analysed before they used as the basis for 

evaluating the cloud deployment. A comparison will be made between different 

service models of cloud providers to select the appropriate cloud to suit the 

deployment. One of the important aspects which must be understood in the selection 

of the cloud is the development environment that allows the tools to be run. Next, the 

software engineering tools will be chosen for deployment.. Subsequently, the cloud 

will be used to deploy the selected tools and the process will then be created to allow 

the users to move from tool to tool. Finally, the project will be evaluated based on the 

scenarios which are assumed before and then investigating these scenarios to decide 

whether or not the deployment is helpful. 

1.3.  Structure of Dissertation 

      

Section 2 provides the background to the study and reviews the technologies used. 

The scenarios and evaluation criteria motivating the work are described in detail in 

Section 3. The requirements needed to achieve the main project goal of effective 

cloud deployment of software engineering tools are discussed in Section 4 and the 

main technical approaches that have been implemented are described in Section 5. 

The evaluation (Section 6) is followed by conclusions and suggestions for further 

work (Section 7). 
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2.    Background  

     This section provides definitions of key terms of the main technologies used in this 

study. It defines cloud computing, providing an overview of its advantages and 

disadvantages and describes the different service models.. Further, it defines and 

describes the main software engineering technologies and workflow and outlines their 

benefits. 

2.1. Cloud Computing 

 

2.1.1. What is the cloud? 

There is a non-standard definition of cloud computing [2]. Nonetheless the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology defines it as “a model for enabling 

ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 

computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that 

can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service 

provider interaction” [1].  Cloud computing has been the focus of much research 

because it offers flexible dynamic IT infrastructures, computing environments and 

efficient software services [3].  

 

2.1.2. What are the advantages of the cloud? 

 

The cloud has five main advantageous characteristics [4]:  

 

 On-demand self-service: users can service themselves without needing a 

supporting team. 

 Broad network access: users can access their assets by means of the Internet 

through different devices. 

 Resource pooling: many users can access the same data at the same time. 

 Rapid Elasticity: the flexibility of controlling the usability of the cloud. In other 

words, consumers can increase and decrease the capability of accessing and using 

the resources in the cloud. 

 Measured Service: Users can measure the usability of the cloud and be charged 

per use. Therefore, consumers can monitor and control usage. 

  

2.1.3. What are the disadvantages of cloud computing? 

 

There are some drawbacks of using cloud computing. However, the following are 

the major disadvantages which could affect this dissertation. 
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 Security: Each company has security standards which are hard to meet by cloud 

providers [5]. Each cloud provider has certain features which may not satisfy all 

specifications for all customers. 

 Data Location and Privacy: physical location of the servers is very important 

because different countries have different laws and some companies want to store 

their data in the same way as their privacy management laws in their countries 

[6]. 

 Privilege User Access: Sensitive data can be managed by non-employees. It 

means that cloud servers are not under the control of organizational managers [6]. 

 Internet Dependency, performance and Latency:  availability is a crucial 

aspect for consumers and it could be affected by Internet providers [6]. 

 

 

2.1.4. Cloud Computing Principal Service Models 

 

 

                        Fig.2. cloud computing architecture [7] 

Figure 2 shows the three models and the following are their descriptions: 

Software as Service (SaaS): Users of the cloud are allowed to install, operate and 

run applications in the cloud without managing the infrastructure and the platform of 

the cloud. The difference between the SaaS cloud’s applications and normal PCs’ 

applications is that the cloud applications offer elasticity and can be accessed by more 

than one user, while PC applications are only accessed by its users  [9]. Moreover, the 

consumers can access the cloud applications from different devices such as mobile 

phones. Examples of the SaaS service are SalesForce.com [8], YouTube and 

Facebook. The customers of this service pay monthly for using the cloud. 

Platform as Service (PaaS): This allows users to implement and deploy 

applications by providing a programming environment, for instance Java Runtime 

Environment (JRE). However, users cannot control or manage the infrastructure of 

the cloud such as the operating system of the cloud. A good example of this model is 

Google App Engine. It offers a good environment for running Java, JavaScript and 

Python applications [10]. Usually, the customers of this service pay per use. 
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Infrastructure as Service (IaaS): The customers of this model are able to build 

the whole cloud services starting from the infrastructure ending with applications. 

They can control storage, Internet, processing and the Operating System images, 

however they do not own the hardware used to support the cloud [11]. An example of 

this cloud is Amazon EC2 and it is on a pay-per-use basis. 

2.2. Software Engineering 

     The term “software engineering” (SE) encompasses the activities to analyse, 

design, construct and test software [25]. A software engineering environment (SEE) 

supports the tasks of all software engineering processes [48]. Such an environment 

has many tools to support these tasks. 

2.2.1. Software Engineering Tools 

The purpose of software engineering tools is to “assist software engineering 

managers and practitioners in every activity associated with the software process” 

[18]. Developers can use these tools to analyse, design, implement and test their 

programs. They can assist developers to easily achieve high quality programs. The 

quality of software is the key factor in companies that depend upon programs for their 

work [32]. The following are some of these tools and a brief definition of each of 

them. 

Static Analysis Tools: Static analysis tools can find any indication of bugs in 

programs before execution [18]. Examples of these tools are Findbugs [19] and PMD 

[20]. They do not only discover errors but they can report functional and designer 

errors at a deep level [21].  

Testing Tools: Testing tools are used to improve software quality by practising 

and coordinating testing cases [22]. In other words, they allow users to input test data 

and verify the output whether it is expected or not. An example of this tool is Agitar 

[23] and CodeTest [24]. 

Dynamic Analysis Tools: Dynamic analysis tools deal with running programs to 

assure that program behaviour is running exactly as expected [25]. These tools 

interact with executing software, whilst normal testing tools test software in fake 

environments. There are two types of dynamic tools [25]: 

 Intensive tools: they provide extra instruction that is written with the software to 

ensure that it runs acceptably. 

 Non-intrusive tools: these use extra hardware processes that execute in parallel 

with the process that runs the main software. 

Analysis and Design Tools: They allow users to build models of the system that 

represent data, function and behaviour and characterization of the data, interface 

design and component-level [25]. 

Coverage Tools: Coverage tools show the percentage of the functions that were 

not used [38]. For example, if a user uses only 40% of the functions, the tools will 

display 60%. This is beneficial in testing because it shows which functions have not 

been tested, allowing the user to go back and test them.   
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2.2.2. Software Engineering Methods 

     There are many software engineering models. However, the following explains 

two of them because they are used in this dissertation. The Waterfall model has been 

improved to the iterative model and this improvement will be described in this 

section. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Waterfall model 

Due to the Waterfall model being able to improve the work-task between the 

project teams, this model was able to reduce the effort of the developer and increase 

the performance of producing programs [39]. However, after using this model, it has 

been identified by means of the imperfect results that the model is inadequate [39] 

because it cannot go back to previous stages if there are any problems in any of the 

phases, thus, this issue may be resolved by iterating this model until accomplishing 

high quality programs [40] see Figure 3.   

 

Fig. 4. Iterative model 

 

Working in the iterative model’s phases (see Figure. 4) has some features that 

could be considered. Each team in each phase has certain tools to help it in their task 

[25]. For example, the verification team has static analysis tools to verify the program 

after producing it from the implementation team. Every phase is separated and the 

outputs of the previous phase are the input for the next phase, for instance, the outputs 

of the implementation phase is the inputs of the verification phase.  The verification 

phase decides whether or not the programs are ready for release. If the program is not 

ready the team will return the program with a report to the requirements team.  

2.3. Workflow 
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Hollingsworth indicates that workflow is ‘‘concerned with the automation of 

procedures where documents, information or tasks are passed between participants” 

[26]. It concludes connected steps and each step is finished before the next step 

begins. Potential benefits of workflow models are that [27]: 

 It is able to organize and manage distributed systems. 

 It provides an approach for interaction between organizations. 

 It increases outputs and decreases costs by using resources in certain domains. 

 It includes a variety of administrative domains to acquire throughput. 

 It has the ability to integrate between multiple teams and applications. 

3. Evaluation Scenario and Criteria: 

    This section is focused in definition of basis scenarios for evaluating the 

deployment of software engineering tools in the cloud. It begins by setting the 

assumed cloud usage cost before going on to explain the basis for cost estimation 

using COCOMO. The three scenarios are then introduced. 

     Before proceeding further with the investigation of the three scenarios about three 

companies, it is essential to define the assumed cost of renting the cloud after 

deploying software engineering tools to help in its evaluation. After deploying these 

tools in the cloud, the cloud model would be the same as any SaaS model. Thus it is 

worthwhile to obtain the average cost of applications in the SaaS cloud to ascertain 

the suspected renting price. Consequently, evaluation will be based on this price. The 

costs of three providers are: 

1- Zoho: It costs $ 40 monthly for 5 GB. 

2- Opsource: It costs $49.64 monthly for 5 GB. 

3- Rockspace: It costs $ 33.75 monthly for 5 GB. 

 Therefore, the average of all these prices is (40 + 49.64 + 33.75)/3= 41.13. This is 

nearly $ 41 per month for 5 GB. 

     COCOMO standard, which is a Constructive Cost Model, will calculate the 

estimated price for creating software [33]. This model divides the software projects 

into three categories which are Organic, Semi-detach and Embedded. This study 

creates a scenario where the  small company deals with Organic projects, the medium 

company deals with Semi-detach projects and the  big company deals with Embedded 

projects. COCOMO tools will be used to calculate the three formulas [34]. The 

COCOMO is based on three formulas [34]: 

Effort Applied (E) = ab(KLOC)
b
b [ man-months ] 

Development Time (D) = cb(Effort Applied)
d
b [months] 

People required (P) = Effort Applied / Development Time [count] 

Where the following table provides ab, bb, cb and db  in Table1: 
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Table1. Given variables for COCOMO formulas 

 

Software project ab bb cb db 

Organic 2.4 1.05 2.5 0.38 

Semi-detached 3.0 1.12 2.5 0.35 

Embedded 3.6 1.20 2.5 0.32 

 

 

     According to Jacek, Thomas and Herald, the percentage of finding defects in a 

program in a real environment will be approximately 78% if refactorings are not 

applied in the development environment [45]. Refactoring improves the code by 

reducing complexity and making the programs readable to help developers to 

maintain their programs. However the percentage would be approximately 31% if 

refactorings are applied [45]. This research assumes that the small company does not 

apply a refactorings technique, while the medium and big companies do. 

     All these companies depend upon the iterative model. SEE in all companies in this 

study do not have any software engineering tools. In the verification phase, they 

verify the programs manually by writing acceptance test documents and test the 

programs without any tools. Once the functionalities of the programs satisfy the 

acceptance test, they will release the programs; otherwise they will return them to the 

requirement phase. 

It is assumed that all three companies employ the Scrum concept. Scrum is a 

software development process that divides developers into small teams, and each 

team can do all the work that is related to any program [48]. The team can handle the 

program from the first phase of the Iterative model to the last phase. A team’s roles 

are: 

     Product owner: who is responsible for customer requirements.  

     Development team: Its tasks are analysis, design, development, testing and 

verification. 

Scrum Master: he is the team leader. 

 

In the small company the task is not big. Thus, it can be done by one Scrum team 

and then be released without integration. The task in the medium and big companies 
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is divided into small parts and each Scrum team is assigned a different part. After 

finishing the assigned task, one of the Scrum teams integrates the parts together (see 

Figure 5). 

 

 

Fig. 5. Dividing task and integration 

3.1. First Scenario 

     The small company has between 1 to 20 employees (2 Scrum teams). This team is 

highly familiar with software language. The team works at home and the average 

salary for them is $1000. The average of the delivered source code is one KDSI for 

one month, which is one thousand, delivered source instructions for one month.  The 

COCOMO tool is used to calculate the efforts and development cost.  Figure 6 shows 

the inputs in the COCOMO tool and Figure 7 shows the outputs. 

 
            Fig. 6. The inputs of the COCOMO tool for first scenario. 
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   Fig. 7. The outputs of COCOMO tool for the first scenario. 

 

     Consequently, the estimated payment for implementing one KDSI is $2000, and 

this payment is only for two developers.  However, the study assumes that after the 

customer returns the code fragment, because of bugs, the company needs the effort of 

one developer for one month. Therefore, the cost of fixing the bugs is $1000. The 

percentage of finding bugs by customers in produced programs is 78% (see Figure 3).  

Assuming that the company sells 12 KDSI annually, thus, the annual operating 

expense is $24000, which is if the customers do not return the software because of 

defects.  

     Evaluation: To make a decision on whether or not software engineering tools are 

useful, it is beneficial to calculate probability factors to provide evidence that could 

help to make a decision [35]. The probability would be calculated by running 12 

random cases which represent 12 months and based on Figure 8. Running the random 

cases will be done by a Java program. 

int run = 12; // one year 

int a = 0,b = 0; 

Random randomGenerator = new Random(); 

For (int i=0;i<run;++i) 

{ 

 

double randomNum= randomGenerator.nextDouble(); 

if (randomNum>0.78){ 

a++; // No bugs 

 

}else b++; // Find bugs by customer 

} 

 

double percentageOfNoBugs= (a/(double)run)*100; 

double percentageOfFindBugsByCustomer= (b/(double)run)*100; 
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double RewardA= percentageOfNoBugs *(+41); 

double penaltyB=percentageOfFindBugsByCustomer*(-1000); 

System.out.println(" the company will lose  = $ " +penaltyB + " ,if it does not rent 

the cloud service " ); 

System.out.println(" the company will earn = $ " +RewardA + " ,if it does not rent 

the cloud service " ); 

double utility = RewardA + penaltyB; 

System.out.println("the final result is $"+ utility); 

 

 

 
Fig. 8. Probability tree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig. 9. The results of the probability program 

 

the company will lose  = $ -75000.0,if it does 
not rent the cloud service  

 the company will earn = $ 1025.0,if it does 
not rent the cloud service  

the final result is $-73975.0 
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Fig. 10. Annual profit in the case of not renting the tools in the cloud for the small 

company 

 

 

     Figures 9 and 10 show the outputs of running 12 random cases. The utility is $-

73975.0 which is the amount that could be lost if the company does not rely upon 

software engineering tools to verify and test their code fragment in the cloud.  By 

adding the annual operating expense to this amount, the final operating expense is 

$97975, an increase of 75%.  Therefore, there is a significant negative of not renting 

software engineering tools in the cloud for the small company in terms of the 

economic aspect. 

 

3.2. Second Scenario 

 

    The medium company has between 20 and 50 employees (2 to 5 Scrum teams). 

This company can develop big and small code fragments. The average salary for them 

is $1500. The company produces approximately 6 KDSI monthly.  Assuming that, the 

team members are professionals and they can implement high quality programs by 

applying the refactorings mechanism in the software. Therefore, the percentage of 

finding defects in the programs by customers is 31%. The COCOMO tool is used to 

calculate the effort and development cost.  Figure 11 shows the inputs in the 

COCOMO tool and Figure 12 shows the outputs. 

 

Sales 

lose

reward
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Fig. 11.  The inputs of the COCOMO tool for the second scenario. 

 

 
              Fig. 12. The outputs of the COCOMO tool for the second scenario. 

 

     Consequently, the estimated payment for implementing 6 KDSI is $33000, and 

this payment is only for 22 developers.  However, this study assumes that after the 

customers return the code fragment, because of bugs, the company needs the effort of 

half of this number which is 11 developers. Therefore, the cost of fixing the bugs is 

$16500.  Assuming that the company sells 72 KDSI annually, thus, the annual 

operating expense is $396000, which is if the customers do not return the software 

because of defects.  

     Evaluation: The probability is calculated by running 12 random cases which 

represent 12 months. Figure 13 shows the probability tree which will be run 12 times. 

The random number will be generated to discover the probability. If the number is 

more than 79 that means that the customers find defects, on the other hand, if it is less 

than 79 that means that the customers do not find defects. The Java program will be 

implemented to calculate the probability. 
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int run = 12; // one year 

int a = 0,b = 0; 

Random randomGenerator = new Random(); 

For (int i=0;i<run;++i) 

{ 

 

double randomNum= randomGenerator.nextDouble(); 

if (randomNum>0.31){ 

a++; // No bugs 

 

}else b++; // Find bugs by customer 

} 

 

double percentageOfNoBugs= (a/(double)run)*100; 

double percentageOfFindBugsByCustomer= (b/(double)run)*100; 

 

double RewardA= percentageOfNoBugs *(+41); 

double penaltyB=percentageOfFindBugsByCustomer*(-16500); 

System.out.println(" the company will lose  = $ " +penaltyB + ", if it does not rent 

the cloud service " ); 

System.out.println(" the company will earn = $ " +RewardA + ", if it does not rent 

the cloud service " ); 

double utility = RewardA + penaltyB; 

System.out.println("the final result is $"+ utility); 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Probability tree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Result: 

 

  

 
the company will lose  = $ -412500.0,if it 

does not rent the cloud service 
the company will earn = $ 3075.0,if it does 

not rent the cloud service 
the final result is $-409425.0 
 

Fig. 14. The program output 
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Fig. 15.  Annual profit in case of not renting the tools in the cloud for the medium 

company 

 

     Figures 14 and 15 show the outputs of running 12 random cases. The utility is $-

409425.0 which is the amount that could be lost if the company does not rely upon 

software engineering tools to verify and test their code fragment in the cloud.  By 

adding the annual operating expense to this amount, the final operating expense is 

$805425, an increase of 49%.  Therefore, there is a significant negative of not renting 

software engineering tools in the cloud for the small company in terms of the 

economic aspect. 

3.3. Third Scenario 

     The medium company has more than 50 employees (more than 5 Scrum teams). 

This company specializes in the implementation of big code fragments. The average 

salary for them is $2000. The company produces approximately 12 KDSI monthly.  

Assuming that, the team members are professionals and they can implement high 

quality programs by applying the refactorings mechanism in the software. Therefore, 

the percentage of finding defects in the programs by customers is 31%.The  

COCOMO tool is used to calculate the effort and development cost. Figure 16 shows 

the inputs in the COCOMO tool and Figure 17 shows the outputs. 

 

 
                     Fig 16. The inputs of the COCOMO tool for the third scenario 

Sales 

Loss

Money saved
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Fig. 17. The outputs of the COCOMO tool for the third scenario 

 

     Consequently, the estimated payment for implementing 12 KDSI is $66000, and 

this payment is for the effort of 33 developers (see Figure 13).  However, this study 

assumes that after the customers return the code fragment, because of bugs, the 

company needs the effort of half of this number which is 16.5 developers. Therefore, 

the cost of fixing the bugs is $ 33000.  Assuming that the company sells 144 KDSI 

annually, thus, the annual operating expense is $9504000, that is, if the customers do 

not return the software because of defects.  

     Evaluation:  The probability will be calculated by running 12 random cases which 

represent 12 months. Figure 9 shows the probability tree which will be run 12 times. 

The random number will be generated to discover the probability. If the number is  

more than 79 that means customers find defects, on the other hand, if it is less than 79 

that means that the customers do not find defects. The Java program will be 

implemented to calculate the probability.  

 

int run = 12; // one year 

int a = 0,b = 0; 

Random randomGenerator = new Random(); 

For (int i=0;i<run;++i) 

{ 

 

double randomNum= randomGenerator.nextDouble(); 

if (randomNum>0.31){ 

a++; // No bugs 

 

}else b++; // Find bugs by customer 

} 

 

double percentageOfNoBugs= (a/(double)run)*100; 

double percentageOfFindBugsByCustomer= (b/(double)run)*100; 
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double RewardA= percentageOfNoBugs *(+41); 

double penaltyB=percentageOfFindBugsByCustomer*(-33000); 

System.out.println(" the company will lose  = $ " +penaltyB + " ,if it does not rent 

the cloud sevice " ); 

System.out.println(" the company will earn = $ " +RewardA + " ,if it does not rent 

the cloud sevice " ); 

double utility = RewardA + penaltyB; 

System.out.println("the final result is $"+ utility); 

 

 

Result: 

 

 

 

 

  

                        Fig10. The result of the probability program 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 18. The program output 

 

 
 

Fig. 19. Annual profit in case of not renting the tools in the cloud for the medium 

company 

 

     Figures 18 and 19 show the outputs of running 12 random cases. The utility is 

$821925.0 which is the amount that could be lost if the company does not rely upon 

software engineering tools to verify and test their code fragments in the cloud.  By 

adding the annual operating expense to this amount, the final operating expense is 

$10325925,an increase of 92%.  Therefore, there is a significant negative of not  

renting software engineering tools in the cloud for the small company in terms of the 

economic aspect. 

 

 

 

Sales 
Loss

Money
saved

the company will lose  = $ -825000.0, if it 
does not rent the cloud service 

the company will earn = $ 3075.0, if it does 
not rent the cloud service 

the final result is $-821925.0 
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3.4. Conclusion 

     The study in this chapter has illustrated the loss that might happen in small, 

medium and big companies if they do not use software engineering tools in the cloud. 

However, the above is based upon the assumption that these companies do not have 

any static analysis tools that could analyse and verify their programs. The COCOMO 

standard has been used to calculate the estimated cost of creating programs.  The 

probabilities approach has been adopted to find the possible profit that may be 

generated or lost. These probabilities are justified by prior work in this field.  

 

   Table 2. Final result for all scenarios 

 

Company Utility Operating expense Percentage of increase 

Small $-73975.0 $ 97975 75% 

Medium $-409425.0 $ 805425 49% 

Big $-821925.0 $10325925 92% 

 

     Table 2 compares the three companies. It is apparent from this table that there is a 

significant effect in the big company because it produces a large size of code 

fragments without using any software engineering tools, whilst the medium company 

experiences the smallest effect because it applies the refactorings technique. 

Nevertheless, all of the companies have relatively high percentages with regard to the 

increase in operating expenses. Consequently, the results of the study in this section 

provide strong evidence for the claim that a company should treat their programs by 

using software engineering tools in the cloud. 

     However, this evaluation is only for one part of SEE which is to verify and test the 

programs before release. Therefore, it could be beneficial if the cloud were used in all 

SEE parts such as the design process. 

4. Requirements 

The purpose of this section is to explain the requirements that should be met to 

use software engineering tools in the cloud. These requirements also consider the SEE 

where Scrum teams work. The requirements are classified into four aspects according 

to the cloud and the SEE’s components which are cloud requirements, design 

requirements, software engineering tools requirements and the requirements on 

customers. Although there are many requirements that could be specified, the 

following are some of those which rely on what we find in published papers and cloud 

documents 
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4.1. Cloud Requirements 

The following are the requirements that should be offered to reap the benefits of 

using software engineering as a service in the cloud and to avoid any issues: 

Pricing: It is expected that a company which wants to use the cloud has the ability 

to calculate the cost and make payments for using the cloud by means of invoicing 

and e-invoicing; it can still make payment by a variety of traditional methods such as 

PayPal [46]. 

Availability: The availability of the cloud needs to be very high. The reason for 

this is that some tools take a long time to perform their tasks [44].  

Security, Privacy & Trust concerns: the assets of the users need to be held in a 

secure place [49]. Customers want their data to be fully protected and providers to 

apply proper security measures. Cloud security involves computer security, network 

security and information security [49]. Privacy is an important part in all the 

challenges that may be faced in cloud computing. Users want to ensure that their 

identities, information, policy components during integration and transaction histories 

are protected [50]. Trust is non-quantitative and difficult to measure [50]. However, 

it is defined as “the extent to which one party is willing to participate in a given action 

with a given partner, considering the risks and incentives involved” [51]. The cloud 

needs to be trustworthy to attract customers to use it. 

Service Level Agreement (SLA) should be clear and satisfactory. Users should be 

aware of the terms and conditions governing the use of the cloud. 

  

4.2. Design Requirements 

Tight coupling between software engineering tools and user: This is required 

because these tools need to be much more interactive than the e-Science application, 

which runs an automatic workflow [43] [52]. 

     Tools connection: The tools are connected together to allow users to move from 

one to the other efficiently.. 

    Assessment on cloud viability: Before using the cloud in SEE, the program should 

be assessed by Scrum teams. Therefore, the design of the SEE should consider this 

assessment. The assessment should be based upon certain criteria to provide the 

Scrum teams with the ability to make a decision on whether or not they use the tools 

in the cloud. 

4.3. Software engineering tools requirements 

     Usability:  It is very important that end-users interact easily with the tools. The 

tools should allow users to specify the pattern of verifying and testing the program.  

     The tools are for a single program language: If selection of software 

engineering tools is for more than one tool, the tools should be for a single language.  
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4.4. Requirements on customers 

Skills: Users should realize how they use the cloud resources [47]. If users do not 

know how they can use the cloud, they will face difficulty in reaping its benefits. 

5. Approaches 

     We could argue that if the approach succeeds in one phase in the Iterative model, it 

should work with other phases. Since the key issue of losing money in the companies 

in Section 3 is in the verification phase because the programs are released before 

being adequately tested. Therefore, the selections concentrate on static analysis and 

testing tools. These selections consider the requirements in Section 4. 

     In order to achieve the main aim, we have two approaches. The first approach 

devised for this study is ‘indirect interaction’ and the second approach is ‘direct 

interaction’. 

5.1. Indirect Interaction Approach 

    The indirect interaction approach refers to users using cloud to run the tools which 

are hosted in another cloud (see Figure 20). The users use the tools through the first 

cloud and run the tools in it. It is necessary to select two cloud computing providers 

and tools in order to prove this concept. 

 
                      Fig. 20.  Overview of Indirection Design 
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5.1.1. Selection cloud computing 

     The selections are for two clouds. The first cloud is for running the tools in it. The 

second cloud is for deployment of these tools. 

First cloud: It was necessary to select the IaaS cloud to have the ability to build 

the infrastructure that was required. It is necessary that the cloud provider offer a 

proper image. The proper image refers to offering applications and an environment to 

run the tool. Most of the IaaS providers have infrastructures so that users can build the 

environment that they need. Therefore, Amazon provider (AWS) which is one of IaaS 

cloud was chosen in this study. The image of the cloud would be created after 

choosing the tools to select the necessary application. 

Second cloud: Development environment is one of the most important aspects of 

selection cloud computing because it assists in running the deployed application in the 

cloud. This service is only in PaaS and IaaS clouds, while it is not in an SaaS cloud. 

Therefore, the SaaS cloud is eliminated from selection cloud options. However, if a 

user wants to use IaaS an infrastructure needs to be built which costs money and takes 

a long time [29]. It is not necessary to construct the cloud infrastructure to deploy 

tools whilst it is ready in PaaS cloud with an outstanding environment for 

deployment. Consequently, PaaS is the most suitable cloud for this project. 

Table 3 shows the comparison between six PaaS cloud providers. This 

comparison considers selected criteria which are: 

1- Support: Supporting users by a cloud provider and handling any issues free. 

2- Security feature: protection for the users’ assets by offering security features such 

as Firewall, back up storage and secure permissions. 

3- Operating System: the OS which is used in providers’ servers such as UNIX and 

Windows. 

4- Cost. The minimum price.  

5- Program language supported: the development environment that is in the cloud. 
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       Table 3: Comparison between PaaS cloud providers 

 

 

It is clear that AppEngine, Boomi and AT&T Synaptic support some program 

languages while the others do not. This factor is very important because this project 

aims to perform verification and testing for program languages and the tools may be 

created by one of these languages. However, there are no significant differences 

between the services of the three providers and this project is not going to use a very 

large number of resources, hence selection is for a free provider which is AppEngine. 

AppEngine’s server is a virtual server [10]; this means that it has the quality of 

scalability which continues to work well even if it has a very large size of software 

engineering tools. Users do not need to book the space that they need before using the 

server because it is very difficult to decide how many bytes they need to verify and 

test the programs. As a result, AppEngine cloud will be helpful if it is used to verify 

the programs it runs.  

5.1.2. Selection Software engineering tools 

     As this project aims to demonstrate and evaluate deployment Software 

Engineering tools in the cloud, it is beneficial to choose tools that are open source to 

manipulate and test them without any constraints. AppEngine is targeted to perform 

web applications [30], thus these tools need to be web-based applications. Java Script 

language is one of the most important web languages which can help to create web- 

based applications [31]. JavaScript is a client-side server; hence it does not run in the 

server. Therefore, this feature could be used to run the tools, which are implemented 

in JavaScript, in the first cloud in Figure 20 after deploying them in the second cloud. 
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Deployment of Software Engineering Tools as Cloud 

Services 

Appendix A 

Nawaf Almutairi 

School of Computing Science, Newcastle University 
n.m.m.al-mutairi@newcastle.ac.uk 

# define N 2 

typedef Message { 

bool value; 

byte count; 

byte i; 

} 

bool ArrayA[N] ; 

bool ArrayB[N] ; 

bool ArrayC[N] ; 

bool ArrayD[N] ; 

bool ArrayZ[N]; 

proctype ProcA (chan chind , choutb, choutz) 

{ 

Message M; 

M.count = 0; 

M.i = 0; 

do 

:: ( M.i < N ) -> 

choutb! ArrayA[M.i], M.i , 1 -> M.i++ 

:: ( M.i >= N ) -> 

break 

od; 

end1: 

do 

:: chind? M.value, M.i , M.count -> 

if 

:: ( M.count < 4) -> 

if 

:: ( ArrayA[M.i] == 1 || M.value == 1) -> 

M.count++ -> choutb! 1 , M.i , M.count 

:: ( ArrayA[M.i] == 0 && M.value == 0) -> 

M.count++ -> choutb! 0 , M.i , M.count 

fi; 

:: ( M.count == 4) -> 

choutz! M.value , M.i 

fi; 

od; 
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Deployment of Software Engineering Tools as Cloud 

Services 

Appendix A 

Nawaf Almutairi 

School of Computing Science, Newcastle University 
n.m.m.al-mutairi@newcastle.ac.uk 

# define N 2 

typedef Message { 

bool value; 

byte count; 

byte i; 

} 

bool ArrayA[N] ; 

bool ArrayB[N] ; 

bool ArrayC[N] ; 

bool ArrayD[N] ; 

bool ArrayZ[N]; 

proctype ProcA (chan chind , choutb, choutz) 

{ 

Message M; 

M.count = 0; 

M.i = 0; 

do 

:: ( M.i < N ) -> 

choutb! ArrayA[M.i], M.i , 1 -> M.i++ 

:: ( M.i >= N ) -> 

break 

od; 

end1: 

do 

:: chind? M.value, M.i , M.count -> 

if 

:: ( M.count < 4) -> 

if 

:: ( ArrayA[M.i] == 1 || M.value == 1) -> 

M.count++ -> choutb! 1 , M.i , M.count 

:: ( ArrayA[M.i] == 0 && M.value == 0) -> 

M.count++ -> choutb! 0 , M.i , M.count 

fi; 

:: ( M.count == 4) -> 

choutz! M.value , M.i 

fi; 

od; 
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} 

proctype ProcB (chan china , choutc, choutz) 

{ 

Message M; 

M.count = 0; 

M.i = 0; 

do 

:: ( M.i < N ) -> 

choutc! ArrayB[M.i], M.i , 1 -> M.i++ 

:: ( M.i >= N ) -> 

break 

od; 

end2: 

do 

:: china? M.value, M.i , M.count -> 

if 

:: ( M.count < 4) -> 

if 

:: ( ArrayB[M.i] == 1 || M.value == 1) -> 

M.count++ -> 

choutc! 1 , M.i , M.count 

:: ( ArrayB[M.i] == 0 && M.value == 0) -> 

M.count++ -> 

choutc! 0 , M.i , M.count 

fi; 

:: ( M.count == 4 ) -> 

choutz! M.value , M.i 

fi; 

od; 

} 

proctype ProcC (chan chinb , choutd, choutz) 

{ 

Message M; 

M.count = 0; 

M.i = 0; 

do 

:: ( M.i < N ) -> 

choutd! ArrayC[M.i], M.i , 1 -> M.i++ 

:: ( M.i >= N ) -> 

break 

od; 

end3: 

do 

:: chinb? M.value, M.i , M.count -> 

if 

:: ( M.count < 4) -> 

if 
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:: ( ArrayC[M.i] == 1 || M.value == 1) -> 

M.count++ -> 

choutd! 1 , M.i , M.count 

:: ( ArrayC[M.i] == 0 && M.value == 0) -> 

M.count++ -> 

choutd! 0 , M.i , M.count 

fi; 

:: ( M.count == 4 ) -> 

choutz! M.value , M.i 

fi; 

od; 

} 

proctype ProcD (chan chinc , chouta, choutz) 

{ 

Message M; 

M.count = 0; 

M.i = 0; 

do 

:: ( M.i < N ) -> 

chouta! ArrayD[M.i], M.i , 1 -> M.i++ 

:: ( M.i >= N ) -> 

break 

od; 

end4: 

do 

:: chinc? M.value, M.i , M.count -> 

if 

:: ( M.count < 4) -> 

if 

:: ( ArrayD[M.i] == 1 || M.value == 1) -> 

M.count++ -> 

chouta! 1 , M.i , M.count 

:: ( ArrayD[M.i] == 0 && M.value == 0) -> 

M.count++ -> 

chouta! 0 , M.i , M.count 

fi; 

:: ( M.count == 4 ) -> 

choutz! M.value , M.i 

fi; 

od; 

} 

proctype ProcZ (chan china, chinb, chinc, chind) 

{ 

bool value1; 

bool value2; 

bool value3; 

bool value4; 
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byte i1; 

byte i2; 

byte i3; 

byte i4; 

end5: 

do 

:: china? value1, i1 -> 

ArrayZ[i1] = value1; 

:: chinb? value2, i2 -> 

ArrayZ[i2]= value2; 

:: chinc? value3, i3 -> 

ArrayZ[i3]= value3; 

:: chind? value4, i4 -> 

ArrayZ[i4]= value4; 

od; 

} 

init { 

ArrayA[0] = 0 ; 

ArrayB[0] = 1 ; 

ArrayC[0] = 1 ; 

ArrayD[0] = 0 ; 

ArrayA[1] = 1 ; 

ArrayB[1] = 1 ; 

ArrayC[1] = 1 ; 

ArrayD[1] = 1 ; 

ArrayA[2] = 0 ; 

ArrayB[2] = 0 ; 

ArrayC[2] = 0 ; 

ArrayD[2] = 0 ; 

chan AtoB = [N] of { bool , byte , byte}; 

chan BtoC = [N] of { bool , byte , byte}; 

chan CtoD = [N] of { bool , byte , byte }; 

chan DtoA = [N] of { bool , byte , byte}; 

chan AtoZ = [1] of {bool , byte }; 

chan BtoZ = [1] of {bool , byte }; 

chan CtoZ = [1] of {bool , byte }; 

chan DtoZ = [1] of {bool , byte }; 

atomic { 

run ProcA (DtoA, AtoB , AtoZ); 

run ProcB (AtoB, BtoC , BtoZ); 

run ProcC (BtoC, CtoD , CtoZ); 

run ProcD (CtoD, DtoA , DtoZ); 

run ProcZ (AtoZ, BtoZ, CtoZ, DtoZ); 

} 

} 
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Fig. 1. Starting Page 
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Fig. 2. JSHint Input 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. JSHint outputs 
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Fig. 4. JSHint Configuration 

 

 

Fig. 5. JSLint Input 

 

Fig. 6. JSLint Outputs 
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Fig. 7. JSLint Configuration 

 

 

Fig. 8. The Main Screen of JSCoverage 

 

 

Fig. 9. The Summary of Testing in JSCoverage 

 

 

Fig. 10. The Functions which are not tested in red colour 
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Fig. 11. End Screen  
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